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Abstract 
We are concerned with the definition of means or averaging operators, i.e., aggregators M(x, , . . . , xi, . . . , x,) where 
xi E R represent measures on the reals corresponding to a given type of scale (ordinal, interval or ratio scale). The 
adequate mean which varies between min(x, , . . , x,) and max(x, , . . , x,) should correspond to some comparison 
meaningfulness property or some functional equation that induces invariance or stability. 
We characterize the averaging operators which present some “natural” properties (continuity, monotonicity, neutral- 
ity, unanimity, etc.) and comparison meaningfulness or invariance and we show that operators like order statistics and 
ordered weighted averaging operators can be used to rank elements defined by vectors (x1,. . . , x,) in a meaningful way in 
the spirit of measurement theory. 
Keywords: Meaningfulness; Stability, Averaging operators; Aggregation 
1. Introduction 
A considerable amount of literature about the concept of mean and the properties of several 
means (like the median, the arithmetic mean, the geometric mean, the root-power mean, the 
harmonic mean, etc.) has been already produced in the last century and has often treated the 
significance and the interpretation of these specific aggregators. 
One of the first authors to introduce the term “mean” in a mathematical sense was Cauchy [S]. 
He considered in 1821 the mean of m independent variables (xi, . . . , x,) as a function of xi, . . . , x,,, 
which should be internal to the range of the xI)s values in his “Cours d’analyse de 1’Ecole Royale 
Polytechnique”. 
In 1835, Quetelet’s theory of the “average mean” and “Sur l’homme et le developpement de ses 
facultes ou Essai de physique sociale” has tried to establish conditions under which one can state 
that the arithmetic mean of a variable is its “typical” value. 
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The concept of mean as a numerical equalizer is usually ascribed to Chisini [6] who gives in 1929 
the following definition: “a mean of x1, . . . , x, with respect to the function g is the number M which, 
if replaced to xl,...,x,, yields the same result for g, namely that number M such that 
g(x1,..., x,) = g(M, . . . , M).” 
When g is considered as the sum, the product, the sum of squares, the sum of the inverses, the 
sum of exponentials, or is proportional to [(Ci Xf)/(Ci Xi)]1’2 as for the duration of oscillations of 
a composed pendulum of m elements of same weights, the solution of Chisini’s equation corres- 
ponds respectively to the arithmetic mean, the geometric mean, the quadratic mean, the harmonic 
mean, the exponential mean and the antiharmonic mean. 
Around 1930, Kolmogorov [12], Nagumo [16] and de Finetti [S] considered that the mean 
should be more than just a Cauchy mean or a numerical equalizer. De Finetti observed that the 
antiharmonic mean, i.e., 
was not monotonic and that the median was not “associative” in the sense that it did not satisfy 
condition 
M’“‘( x1 ,..., x,,x,,+~ ,..., x,) = M’“‘(x ,..., x,x,+~ ,..., x,), 
where x is such that M’“)(xl, . . . , x,) = M(“)(x, . . . , x). This basic property was first introduced in an 
explicit manner by Bemporad [4] in 1930. 
In this paper, we call the previous property “decomposability” in order not to confuse it with the 
property 
Mcm)(xl, . . . , x,) = M’2’(M(m-1)(~,, . . . . x,-1),.7A m B 4, 
Mt3’(x,, x2, x3) = M(2)(M(2)(~1,~2),~3). 
Strictly monotonic, decomposable and continuous Cauchy means were characterized indepen- 
dently by Nagumo [ 161 and Kolmogorov [12] as the quasi-arithmetic mean M(“‘)(xl, . . . , x,) such 
that 
f(Mcm)(xl, . . . . 
where f is a continuous strictly monotonic function. Moreover, Nagumo stated that the only 
quasi-arithmetic mean which satisfies the “translativity” property, 
M’“‘(x, + t x ,..*, m + t) = Mcm)(xl, . . . . x ) + t m 7 
corresponds to the arithmetic mean or the exponential mean. Also, those quasi-arithmetic means 
which vary “homogeneously”, i.e., such that 
M’“‘(ax, ax ) = uM@“)(xl,... x,,J, a > 0 ,***, m 3 2 
correspond to the geometric mean and the root-power mean. 
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These properties of invariance were revisited by Aczel [l] in his famous book: Lectures oy1 
Functional Equations and Their Applications. They correspond to Euler’s functional equations. 
Aczel considered also properties like “transitivity”, 
MCM(k7x2),M(x,,x,)l = M(XI,X3), 
“bisymmetry”, 
and “autodistributivity”, 
MCx1, M(XZ,X3)1 = MCM(x,,x,),M(x,,x,)l, 
MCM(X19XZ),X31= MCM(x,,x,),M(x,,x3)1. 
These functional equations were also studied in an extended manner by Lute [14] in 1959 as 
a basic “principle of theory construction”: 
where functions di belong to the set of admissible transformations for the ith variable, i = 1, . . . , m. 
General solutions of these functional equations for particular transformations considered in the 
theory of measurement concerning ordinal scales, interval scales, ratio scales, difference scales, etc., 
were given by Aczel et al. [3] in their common paper “On scientific laws without dimensional 
constants”. 
The problem of meaningfulness as it was introduced by Suppes [19] in 1959, linked to the theory 
of scale types (see also [13,20]), was deeply considered by Roberts [18] in 1979. In the book on 
Measurement Theory [18], Roberts claims that “ . . . All too often in the social sciences, compari- 
sons of arithmetic means (as well as other comparisons) are made with little attention paid to 
whether or not these comparisons are meaningful”. 
Meaningfulness is defined by Roberts [18, pp. 58-591 in the following terms: “A statement 
involving scales is meaningful if and only if its truth or falsity is unchanged under admissible 
transformations of all scales in question.” 
In 1959, Lute [ 141 observed that the general form of a functional relationship between variables 
is greatly restricted if we know the scale type of the variables, where the scale type is defined by the 
class of admissible transformations, such that transformations from kilos to pounds or inches to 
meters or degrees Fahrenheit to degrees centrigrade which change the scale into another acceptable 
scale. 
If we consider an admissible transformation of scale to be an automorphism 4 from IJ! to [w, 
a mean is “&comparison meaningful” if 
M(x,, . . . . 4 < ~(YlY.,Y,) 
implies that 
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Let us consider the following example: we study m persons under one kind of experimental 
treatment and m other persons under a second kind of treatment. We want to consider the 
statement 
where (xi, . . . , x,) and (yl, . . . , y,,,) correspond to the weights (expressed in kilos) of individuals 
related to the two treatments. 
The previous statement is meaningful if for all admissible transformations (a weight is expressed 
according to a ratio scale and 4x = ax, a > 0) we can conclude that 
This is obviously the case for a ratio scale. 
If Xi, i = l,..., m, are measured according to an ordinal scale (4 corresponds to a strictly 
increasing transformation) as for example the hardness of minerals (Mohs scale), the raw scores on 
an intelligence test, grades of wool, etc., the arithmetic mean comparison is meaningless. To 
illustrate this statement, let us consider the pairs of scores (3,5) and (1,8): 
3+5<1+8 - - 
2 2 
but according to the following admissible transformation (4(l) = 1, 4(3) = 4, 4(5) = 7, 4(8) = 8), 
4+7>1+8,, - - 
2 2 
. . 
That particular property of meaningfulness will be emphasized in this paper for Cauchy means 
aggregators. 
2. Basic definitions 
We consider a vector 
x: (Xl,...,X,)E (J R”, 
m>l 
and we are willing to substitute to that vector a simple value M’“‘(x,, . . . , x,) E R using the 
aggregation M. 
The aggregator M(“)(x) presents the property of: 
??Neutrality (symmetry, anonymity) (N) if 
M’“‘(x) = Mcm) (cut), 
where 0(x1, . . . , x,) = cx represents a permutation operation. 
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0 Continuity (C) if 
M is a continuous function of the m arguments. 
??Compensativeness (COMP) if 
min Xi d Mfm) (x) d max Xi. 
??Idempotency (unanimity, agreement, identity, reflexivity) (I) if 
M’“‘( x 3 ... , x) = x for all x E R. 
??Monotonicity (nonnegative responsiveness) (M) if 
X: > Xi implies M’“‘( x~,...,x[,...,x~)> M’“‘( ~l,...,x~,...,x,). 
??Associativity (A) if 
M(3)(~1,~2,~3) = M(2)(M(2)(~1,~2),~3) = M(2)(~1,M(2)(~2,~3)), 
M’“‘(xl 9 ..*, x,) = M’2’(M(m-1)(x1, . . . , x,,_~),x,,,) 
= M(‘)(xl, Mtm-9x2, . . . . x,)). 
??Decomposability (D) if 
Mfm)(xl, . . . ,x,)=M’“‘(x ,..., x,xk+l,..., x,), kdm , 
\ I 
k times 
where Mck)( x 1 , . . . ) Xk) = x. 
??Linkage (L) if 
M’“‘( M(m+ 1) (x 1, .-*, x,+1 7"'> ) M(m+l)(X m,-.-, xzm)) 
= M’“+“(M’“‘(x, ,..., x,) ,,.., M(m)(~m+l ,..., x2,)). 
??Linkage for ordered values (LOV) if 
M(m)(~flJ, . . . , xc,)) satisfies the property of linkage, 
where xcl) < a-- < xc,,,). 
??stability for the same ordinal transformations (SO) if 
M’“‘( C#X) = M’“‘( 4x1, . . . , 4x,,,) = c$M’“‘(x), 
where 4 is a continuous, strictly increasing mapping from R into R. 
??Stability for the same positive linear transformations (SPL) if 
M’“‘(rx + t) = M’“‘(rx, + t, . . . , TX, + t) = rM’“‘(x) + t, 
where r > 0 and t E R. 
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0 &comparison meaningfulness (&c.m.) if 
M(x) < M(j) implies M($x) < M(~Y). 
From this definition, 4 being continuous and strictly increasing, 4-l presents the same 
properties as 4 and (&cm.) is clearly equivalent to 
M(x) = MCy) * M(4x) = M(4Y). 
0 PL-comparison meaningfulness (PL-c.m.) if 
M(x) < M(j) implies M(rx + t) < M(ry + t) 
which is equivalent to 
M(x) = M(J) 0 M(rx + t) = M(ry + t). 
3. Relations between some of the basic definitions 
Definitions given in the previous section are not totally independent. Some of the most 
important interrelations between these concepts are given below. 
Proposition 1. (a) Compensativeness always implies idempotency. (b) Idempotency and monotonicity 
imply compensativeness. (c) Stabilityfor the same positive linear transformations implies idempotency. 
(d) Associativity and neutrality imply linkage. (e) Decomposability, idempotency and neutrality imply 
linkage. 
Proof. (a) minxi < M(x) < maxxi(COMP) implies 
xBM(x,...,x)<x. 
(b) 
M(min Xi, . . . , minxi) < M(X) < M(maxXi,...,maxXi) (M). 
min Xi d M(x)< ITlaXXi (I). 
(c) We consider any r > 0, x = 0 and t = 0, 
M(0, . ..) 0) = M(r.0, .:. ; r.0) = rM(0, . . . ,0) and M(0, . . . , 0) = 0. 
If x = 0, for any t, we obtain 
M(t, . . . . t)=t+M(O,...,O)=t. 
(d) Let us define 
M”‘,“‘(kI .x1, . . . , k,.x,) = Mk.“‘)(xl, . . . 
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with c’L 1 ki = k. 
M(~)(M(m+l)(xl, . . . ,&x+1 ,*.-, ) &f(m+ yx m, ... > xzm)) 
= M(m.(m+ 1)) 
(x 17 *.*, x~+~,x~,...,x,+~,...,x,,...,xz~) (A) 
= M(m.@“+l))(~l, 2.x2, . . . , 2.x2,,,F1, x2,,,) (N). 
We also have 
Mm+ lyM(myxl, . . . , Xm), . . . , lwrn)(Xm+ 1, . . . ) Xzm)) 
= M(m.(m+ 1)) (x 1, f.., x,,x~,...,x,+~,...,x,+~,...,xz~) (A) 
= M(“~(m+1))(x1,2.~2 ,..., ~.x~,_~,x,) (N). 
(4 
M(m)(M(m+ 1) (x 1, **., &I+1 9.**, ) M(m+ 1) (x m, *** 9 Xtm)) 
= M(m)(m.M’“.‘“+‘“(xl, . ..) Xm+l, . . . ) x m, . . . ) xzm)) (D) 
= M(“++l))(q, ... ,X?n+1,..*,h?z,.**, X2m) (I) 
= M(m.cm+1))(x1,2.x2, . . . , 2.x2m_ 1, x2m) (N). 
Using the same arguments, 
M(m+1yA4(m)(xl, . . . > x ) m ,“., M(mYXm+ 1,. . * 7 x2,)) 
= A4(m+1)((m + l).M’“~‘“+‘“(xl ,..., x,, . . . . x,,,+~, . . . . x2”,)) (D) 
= M(*.(m+l))(q, 2*x2 >...,2.~2m-1,~2rn) (W 
This concludes the proof. 0 
Proposition 2. (a) Stability for the same ordinal transformations always implies &comparison mean- 
ingjiilness. 
(b) &comparison meanindulness and idempotency imply stability for the same ordinal transforma- 
tions. 
Proof. (a) Immediate. 
(b) 
M(x) = x0 = M(xo, . ..) x0) (I), 
M(44 = M(4xo, . . . ,4x0) (4-c.m.) 
= 4x0 = &u(x) (I). 
This concludes the proof. 0 
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4. About &comparison meaningful, neutral and compensatory operators 
We consider the class of (COMP), (N) and (4 -c.m.) operators. We will show that this class of 
means is reduced to one of the elements of the vector x. 
Proposition 3. IfM(x,, . . . , x,) is &comparison meanin&d, neutral and compensatory then 
M(xI ,..., x,)E {xl,..:,,x,} for allxe u R”. 
m>l 
Proof. Suppose that A4 is (COMP), (N) and (4 -c.m.). From Proposition l(a) and (b), M is (I) and 
(SO). 
Consider (x1, . , . , x,) reordered as (x(i) d xtz) < e-o < x&: 
M(x) = M(xo,, . . . , +nJ N 
and 
x(1) < M(x) < x(,) (COMP). 
Suppose that x0 = M(x) is such that x(i) < x0 < x(i.1). There exist a, b E lF4 such that 
x(i) < a < ~0 < b < x(~+I). 
It is very easy to build 4*, continuous, strictly increasing such that 4*(x) = x if 
x E Iw \ [x(i), X(i + 1,] and 4*(a) = b. This implies that 4*(x0) > x0. We now have successively 
4*(x0) = 4*(M(x)) 
= M(+*(x,),..., 4*(x,)) (SO) 
= M(xr, . . . . x,) (by definition of 4*) 
= x0, 
which is impossible. 0 
5. Characterization of an order statistic 
We will now prove that the class of(C), (COMP), (N) and ($-c.m.) operators corresponds to an 
order statistic, x4&), k E { 1, . . . , m}, for all x E [Wm. 
This result was independently obtained by Kamen and Ovchinnikov [lo] in the more general 
case when ordered sets are considered (see also [lS]). 
Proposition 4. M(x) is &comparison meanin&iil, neutral, compensatory and continuous if M(x) 
represents a,n order statistic for a given m. 
Proof. Suppose z1 < .a. < z,. From Proposition 3, it is clear that M( zl, . . . , z,) = zk. We will 
show that, for all (x1, . . . , x,) E R"', 
Mtx~,..., xm) = Wxu,, --a 3 xd = x(k) PO- 
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Consider x, a continuous nondecreasing function mapping R’ into R, such that 
x(2/j) = X(j), j = 1, *a* 7 Wl. 
It is easy to build $i, continuous and strictly increasing functions such that 
lim $i(~) = x(x). 
i+co 
We now have 
zk = kf(zl, . . . . z,) = kf(z,, . . . . zk) (I) 
and 
M(xo,, ... 9 +I)) = M(X(Zl )Y * * * 9 X(Zm)) 
= JWmMZd, . . . . #i(zm)) 
= limM(&(Zi),..., +i(zm)) = lim &itzk) (Cl 
= x(k)* 
The reciprocal is immediate. 0 
6. Characterization of ordered weighted means 
An ordered weighted averaging operator (OWA) is defined as 
itP)(Xl, . . . . x,) = f o_p x(i)9 
i=l 
where 
X(1) G -.- < xc,) and aim) 2 0, f WI”) = 1. 
i=l 
The (OWA) operator corresponds to a class of means (M is obviously a continuous, neutral, 
monotonic, idempotent and compensatory operator) which contains the min and max operators, 
the arithmetic mean and any order statistic. 
Proposition 5. M(xl, . . . . x,) is PL-comparison meaningfi4, idempotent, neutral, monptonic and 
presents the property of linkage for ordered values ifl the aggregator corresponds to the class of 
ordered weighted means. 
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Proof. (see also [9]). It is evident that OWA aggregators satisfy the properties mentioned in the 
proposition. Let us now consider an OWA aggregator M(“)(x). If we introduce 
ejm) = M(")(O, . . . . 0, 1, . . . , l), i = 0, . . . . m, 
VW 
(I) zeroes (m - i) ones 
we obtain 
and 
eiT1 - ei (m) =wl”‘, iE{l,..., m>, 
and finally 
M’“‘( X1 ,...,x,) = f (ejY!‘r - elm’) x(i) 
i=l 
= iEl 4% (X(i) - Xii- I))3 
if ~(0) = 0, by definition. 
Let us now consider the subsets Aj = {x(j), . . . , xtm.,},j = 1, . . . , m, A,+ 1 = 4 and a fuzzy measure 
p defined on these subsets: 
p(jfj) = ej”_‘r = M’“‘(0, . . . . 0, l,..., 1). 
\ I 
(j - 1) times 
p presents the following properties: 
F(A,) = 1, k%n+i) = 0, 
Aj3Aj+l and p(Aj)ap(Aj+l), j= l,...,m. 
Using the fuzzy measure p, Mtrn) can be rewritten as a Choquet integral (see [7]): 
M’“‘( xr 3 * * * 9 &a) = f /Ju(Aj)tx(i) - X(i- 1)). 
i=l 
We will now briefly prove that under the assumptions of the proposition, an aggregator M’““(x) 
can be written under the form of a particular Choquet integral: 
M’“‘(X) = f (eiTl - elm’) X(i). 
i=l 
If m = 2, 
M’Yx(l,,x(z,) = x(1) + (X(2) - xcl)J M(‘)(O, 1) (N) and (SPL) 
= xoj(eb2) - ei2’) + xf2)(ei2) - ei2’) (I). 
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If m = 3, 
M’3’(X(1,, JqZ), 93)) = X(l) + (X(3) - Xcl,)M’3’ 
( 
09 
+) - X(l) 
X(3) - X(l) 
, 1 (SPL). 
> 
If we pose 
M(3)(() , 1) = e(2) = x(2) - x(l) 1 
X(3) - X(l)’ 
and apply (LOV), 
~‘3+,;2), 42’, &‘) = ~(2) (e$3), e\3’) 
and 
M’3’(xw, xt2),xt3)) = X(I) + (x(3) - x(1)) iW3’(ei3’, e\“) 
= x(1) + xc2j(e\3) - ei3’) + xt3)(ei3) - ei3’). 
In an iterative way, let us consider the case m > 3: 
M(‘“)(X(l), . ..) X(m)) = X(l) + (X(m) - .(l,)M’“’ ( 0, a**, X(i) - X(l) 9 *“, x0N - x(i) 1 (SPL). > 
We pose 
e(ml . = xW - X(1) 
m I 
X(m) - $1) 
and 
M(“)(X{i), . ..) x(m)) = X(1) + (Xt,) - x,l,)M~m~(e~~~), . . . . e:Ii”, . . . . e$!-‘)) 
=x(l)+(x~,)-x~l))M(m-l)(e~~‘ll,...,e~”)) (LOV) 
m-l 
= X(t) + (X(m) - X(l)) C (el”-7 ‘) - eJ”-“)e{~‘_ij (iteration) 
i=l 
The last two rexlts are closely related, but cannot be deduced from Theorem 1 of [ 1 l] presented 
in a research report. 
Suppose M: IR” + R, m 2 1, is any continuous nonconstant function. Then A4 satisfies the 
following condition: “for any x and y in R”, M(x) > MCy) if and only if 
M(rixi + ti, . . . . rmXm + tn) + tm) > M(riyi + rl, . . . , r,y, + t,), ri > 0’ 
if and only if M(x) = g(Xj) for somej E { 1, . . . , m}, where g is a continuous and strictly monotonic 
function. 
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Moreover, Proposition 3 does not introduce continuity and Aczel and Roberts mentioned in [2] 
that (p. 233): 
“ . . . She (Kim) has not been able to eliminate the Osborne (see [17]) assumption of continuity 
which seems essential.” 
7. Subfamilies of ordered weighted means 
Since the last century, a great number of contributions have been devoted to the characterization 
of the arithmetic mean (see, for example, the bibliography in Cl]). We present here two character- 
izations of the extreme order statistics: min and max, together with the arithmetic mean. 
Proposition 6. (a) The class of operators which are associative and stable for the same positive linear 
transformations corresponds to min or max. 
(b) The class of operators which are neutral, decomposable, continuous, monotonic and stable for 
the same positive linear transformations corresponds to the arithmetic mean, or min or max. 
Proof. (see also [lS] of the necessary part). 
M’2’(X1 x2) = iw2’(x 7 (l), X(2)) = X(1) + (X(2) - x(l,w’Z’(Q 1) (SW 
= 8x,r, + (1 - B)xCZ, if 8 = 1 - M(0, 1). 
(a) 
M(3)(Xi x2 x3) = M’2’(X 9 7 (l)? M’2’(x(2,, X(3))) 
= M’2’(M(2)(x~l),x~2)), x(3)) (A). 
These relations immediately give 
w - W( X(3) - X(l)) = 0 
and 6’ equals zero or one. The same values for 8 are still obtained in a recurrent way for m > 2. 
(b) From Proposition l(c) ((SPL) +(I)), (D) and (N) it can be proved (see [15]) that 
M’3’(Xi x2 x3) = M@‘(X 9 9 (1)~ xC2bxC3)) 
L =;je2xc1, + e(l - wxf2, + (1 - e)2xt3)) 
with D = o2 + e(i -‘e) + (1 - 8):: NOW, Iv~‘~‘(x~,&,x~) = M’3’(M’2’(~clt,Xc3,), bf(2)(~~l~,X~3~), X&. 
If M2(xcl,, x(3)) d x(2), then 
02x(1, + e(l - e)xc2, + (1 - e)2 xt3) 
2 ,( I 
= 02M(2)(x t1J,xc3J) + e(l - 0) ~4x~l,,X~3~) + (1 - e2xc2, 
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and 0(1 - 20)(xc3) - xtz)) = 0 or 8 = 1 or +. If M(2)(x(1,, xc3)) > xf2), then 
e2xt1) + e(i - 0)x(z) + (I - e)2xt1) = e2xc2) + eu - ev4(Yxtl,,x,,,) 
+ (1 - @2M’2’b(1,, X(3)) 
and 0(1 - 28)( xt2) - xcl)) = 0 or 8 = 0 or 4. We can conclude that 8 E (0, l,;}. 
Using (C) and (M), it is possible to prove in a recurrent way (see [lS]) that 
M’“‘(Xl 9 -.- 7 x,) = mmxi or maxxi or 
[ 1 ;zXi * ??I 
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